
I hope that you have had time to 

begin reading the book.  While 

ideally you will have read the book 

before class begins, with our busy 

lives (not to mention tornadoes!), 

it is likely that you have not read it 

all.  No need to worry.  All the 

King’s Men rewards a slow reading 

and I have divided the book up 

accordingly.  Below you will find the reading schedule for the class.  Please consider the 

schedule as a suggestion.  Feel free to read ahead and do not worry if you have not 

completed each section before class.  After all, we might not get through the whole 

section in class either.  For example, we may not get to Chapter Three for the first class.  

We will look at key sections of the book together, so again, if you have not read it all, you 

can still easily follow along in class.  Remember, this is supposed to be enjoyable—no 

tests! 

October 30  Chapters 1-3 

November 6  Chapters 4-5 

November 14 Chapters 6-7 

November 20 Chapters 8-end 

You may use any edition of the book.  I will be using the Restored Edition which is the one 

available in paperback from Amazon.  We will orient ourselves by chapter, so any edition 

will be fine.  What you will find is that the Restored Edition uses the name of Willie Talos 

which was Warren’s original name choice.  The editors changed the name to Willie Stark.  

And Warren approved that name change, so the use of Talos is controversial.  For 

simplicity’s sake, we will call him Willie or Governor in class.  Other than that change, you 

will be at home in any edition of the book. 

As you read, look for the theme of history and its effect on the present and the theme of 

innocence and corruption, personal and political.  We will develop other themes as we 

move through the book, but these two will be our starting point.  Also note the rich 

descriptions that Warren gives.  He was primarily a poet and it shows in his rich imagery.  

What is the effect of that imagery on the narrative?  What is emphasized and why? 

I am looking forward to reading All the King’s Men with you.  There will be much to 

discuss! 

Donna McBride 

 


